DemoBlade
Special Relicblade Demo Scenario

Preparation and Setup
This scenario is written with the assumption that the person giving the Demo has purchased and painted
to completion the Relicblade Core set. You will need everything you normally need to play a game of
Relicblade.
There are two levels of preparation to consider before setting up the board depending on your materials
on hand and time available. Gather the following game components accordingly and follow the set-up
instructions written below depending on the Level you choose to demo.

Levels:
Student -

Follower Cards: Questing Knight, Soldier Pig, Shield Pig. Tactic Cards: Brutal

Charge. Upgrade Cards: Health Potion.

Scholar –

Follower Cards: Questing Knight, Cleric of Justice, Spirit Weapon, Soldier Pig, 2

Shield Pig, Berserker Pig. Tactic Cards: Brutal Charge. Upgrade Cards: Condemnation, Sling and
Stone, Writ of Justice, Health Potion, Magic Weapon.
Depending on the set up each scenario is specifically themed to touch on certain areas of the game for
new players, offering and introducing gameplay themes we want to highlight within Relicblade. The
upgrade cards have been given to specific Characters to reinforce this idea, allowing us to craft
interactions that will give us a chance to talk about unique components or mechanics at each step along
the way; While also allowing the freedom of choice to handle situations depending on the playstyle of
the persons both giving and going through the Demo.
At certain points in this document, I will mark portions with "~RB~".
These are points during gameplay that I think would be an appropriate time to pause gameplay, and
explain certain key aspects of the current interaction.
In each of these scenarios, the person giving the Demo will play as the Adversary.

STUDENT SCENARIO
Student Cards -

Follower Cards: Questing Knight, Soldier Pig, Shield Pig. Tactic Cards: Riposte,

Brutal Charge. Upgrade Cards: Health Potion.

Student Set up and Preparation:
Before any players arrive:
•

•
•
•
•

set up a 12" by 12" game board, and place down suitable terrain, ideally if you have a campfire
model place that within 1" of the center of the area. For this set up keep terrain thematic and
light in terms of terrain that involves rules.
Place the Knight model directly in the center of the play area, next to campfire.
Place the 2 Battle Pigs opposite one another in 2 corners of the play area.
Place two counters next to the Fire. These are the Flames.
Place the Player cards on either side of the board, with Activation dice laid on top of them.

Once you have a player willing to participate, show them the board and elements of the game
components, mostly just explaining what things are so they understand how the cards work. "~RB~"
explain to them that you're playing in a smaller play area than normal games.
When you are ready to play:
•
•

Upgrade the Questing Knight with the Health Potion upgrade card. Then upgrade the Soldier Pig
with Brutal Charge.
Take this time to explain how these upgrades plug into the main cards, and how they modify the
characters main set of skills. "~RB~" point out the matching upgrade symbols, and
explain how much of the abilities in this game are based off of drawn
symbols, rather than words. open to page 11 of the rulebook to explain the
names of these upgrade slots to help facilitate the visual aspect of
interpreting this game.

•

Read the flavor text to the player and begin play.

DemoBlade Scenario 1
The final flames
Battered, beaten and bloodied, a heavy feeling looms over you.
Too exhausted to remove your armor, you struggle to recall how you even ended up here. "Am I the only
survivor? Where are the rest? What were those creatures, and what drove them to attack us?"
In a single moment exhaustion becomes adrenaline as disturbing sounds can be heard from the darkness
surrounding you. With your heart pounding at your breastplate, you clutch your blade and ready yourself
for a final stand.

Special Rules:
The Knight takes the first activation, then alternate as normal.
Flames of Guidance. The flames from the fire provide a spark of hope, and as the fire dies out, it
burns brighter in the heart of the Knight.
The Knight player may at any time remove a token from the Campfire to re-roll a single die. Once both
tokens are removed, the flame burns out. Pigs don't care about the fire.
In the very first turn only, should a Pig be destroyed before he can activate, immediately set up that Pig
in a new corner. "~RB~" Take a moment to mention how RelicBlade Scenarios have
special conditions and triggers, just like the flames in this mission!

Victory Conditions
The player who destroys the opposing players model's claim's victory. "~RB~" Try your best to
ensure that the knight player has some tense moments, but doesn't get completely
destroyed. The re-roll and health potion are there to help them achieve victory,
advise them on opportune times to use them!

SCHOLAR SCENARIO
Scholar Cards –

Follower Cards: Questing Knight, Cleric of Justice, Spirit Weapon, Soldier Pig, 2

Shield Pig, Berserker Pig. Tactic Cards: Brutal Charge. Upgrade Cards: Condemnation, Sling and Stone,
Writ of Justice, Health Potion, Magic Weapon.

Scholar Set up and Preparation:
Before any players arrive:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

set up a 24" by 24" game board, and place down suitable terrain. Ideally you want the middle of
the board to be a clear path or roadway that stretches the length of the board, that is at most
12" wide.
The rest of the board should have plenty of areas for ambushers to hide, like forest or ruins.
Place the Knight and Cleric model in the center of the board edge containing the pathway.
Place the Berserker Pig along the side of the pathway, 12" away from the Cleric.
Place the 2 Shield Pigs out of line of sight from the Heroes more 24"away, and more than 12"
from each other.
Place the Soldier Pig out of line of sight anywhere in contact with the opposite board edge from
the Heroes.
Place the Player cards on either side of the board, with Activation dice laid on top of them.

Once you have a player willing to participate, show them the board and elements of the game
components, mostly just explaining what things are so they understand how the cards work. "~RB~"
Explain to them that 24"by 24" is the normal play area size for games of relicblade.
When you are ready to play:
•
•
•
•

Upgrade the Questing Knight with the Magic Weapon and Health Potion upgrade cards.
Upgrade the Cleric with Condemnation and Writ of Justice upgrade cards.
Upgrade the Berserker Pig with Brutal Charge and give a Shield pig the sling and stone upgrade.
Take this time to explain how these upgrades plug into the main cards, and how they modify the
characters main set of skills. "~RB~" point out the matching upgrade symbols, and
explain how much of the abilities in this game are based off of drawn
symbols, rather than words. open to page 11 of the rulebook to explain the
names of these upgrade slots to help facilitate the visual aspect of
interpreting this game.

•

Read the flavor text to the player and begin play.

Demoblade Scenario 2
Bonds of Battle
You had to turn our back on them. Where they went, you could not follow. It's been days now since you
left their company, and the thought of treachery has been ever present. As you travel back towards the
walls you have to keep a sharp eye for dangerous creatures and potential ambushes from more cunning
opponents, you know that many that travel from the safety of the walls often encounter danger--Just then your companion breaks your train of thought, alerting you to moving shapes long the side of
the pathway. A Crazed Pigman burst from cover and begins to charge!
"Did I bring about this reality from my thoughts? Is this punishment for breaking my word?"
The thoughts race across your mind.
Clutching your Weapon, you ready yourself and turn to your companion and say one last thing of
meaning: "It is fate".

EXAMPLE MAP GOES HERE

Special Rules
The Berserker Pig takes the first activation, then alternate as normal.
Bonds of Battle. The Warriors are dear friends who have battled at one another's side for years.
At any time during a model's activation, if the Advocate characters are within 3" of one another they
gain a single re-roll to use however they wish during that activation. This can only benefit each character
once per game round.
Heartbroken Vengeance. The sight of seeing a close one struck down in combat is more than
enough to drive anyone to the edge of madness.
If a Hero is ever destroyed, the remaining hero is affected by Heartbroken Vengeance. If the
Heartbroken Hero suffers damage that would disable him, he immediately Activates with all AD and may
perform whatever is necessary to kill their opponents.
After this Activation is resolved, the Hero slumps over lifelessly near their fallen comrade.

Victory Conditions
The player who destroys the opposing players model's claim's victory. "~RB~" Try to make this
scenario particularly exciting!
Open by charging the Cleric with the Berserker pig and see what you can do, the
set-up distance should leave you with a single dice charge attack, with brutal
charge. Encourage the Player to Destroy this Pig with the Knights activation.
Alternatively, you can frenzy to ensure that the pig likely dies next activation, but
also does more damage potentially. You'll want them to try and heal at least once.
That could be a good time to let the Cleric use the Writ of Justice to dispatch the
most likely disabled Berserker pig.
Use one of the Shield Pigs to assist the Soldier Pig, and leave the Other to do
ranged attacks with his sling. Try a 'Protect your friends' Rules interaction with
these the Shield and Soldier pig if you can.
The hope is that after a tense battle, the New player will either be really
triumphant, or manage to claim vengeance on their attacker. It's a Win win!

"~RB~" - General Hints and Tips for Demoing Gameplay
Movement
•

•
•
•

•

When the new player begins their first activation, guide them through how to track and use dice
during activation by placing all the Dice on the card at the beginning of play, then remove Dice
from the card as the character activates abilities or attacks.
When performing a Charge action, do not place the dice off to the side of the card, but instead
enforce that they hold on to that dice to apply it as an Charge (attack) action.
Talk about Engagement ranges and point out the range on the card, also what it means to be
unengaged vs engaged and how those states affect your models.
At some point Charge with the Soldier Pig equipped with the Halberd, stop at 1" range and
explain why you can't use Brutal charge for this charge, as you're outside of 1", then bash them
with your Halberd attack.
Try and have one of your Pigs perform a Disengage action at some point.

Attacking
•
•
•

Encourage the player to attack on their first activation, using a charge action and Vicious strike.
Explain to the player the importance of Focusing Dice, and how abilities on their cards that list
two dice require two dice to complete.
The second Scenario includes a bit of Ranged attacks, this may give you the chance to discuss
the cover rules and Line of sight.

Thinking ahead
•
•
•
•
•

As an Experienced player, do your best to put the new player in a situation where they must
choose one thing or the other, either Dodge, or Attack etc.
You want to encourage them to think about what may happen next turn, and how initiative can
swing at any moment. Relicblade is a game of strategy and luck!
Tell them your plans, and what you're trying to do.
Approach this from a GM / DM standpoint – You're trying to curate their experience for
maximum enjoyment.
Do your best to watch their moves and suggest a more optimal route if you think that they have
made a mistake you can easily take advantage of; including dodging, what sort of attack to use,
which target etc.

